Effects of early HIV infection and combination antiretroviral therapy on intrinsic brain activity: a cross-sectional resting-state fMRI study
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Objective: To investigate effects of early HIV infection and combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) on intrinsic brain activity by using amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation (ALFF) analysis.

Patients and methods: Forty-nine HIV patients, including 26 with cART (HIV+/cART+), 23 treatment-naïve (HIV+/cART–), and 25 matched healthy controls (HCs) underwent resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging examination. ALFF values were compared by using one-way ANOVA tests with Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI)’s 3dClustSim correction (voxel p<0.005, α<0.05). In addition, the ALFF values of brain regions that showed significant differences among the three groups were correlated with clinical and neuropsychological variables in both groups of patients by using Spearman correlation analysis.

Results: ANOVA analysis showed that statistic difference of ALFF values among three groups was located in the occipital cortex. Post hoc analysis showed a decrease in occipital ALFF value in HIV patients compared to HC, but showed no difference of occipital ALFF between HIV+/cART+ and HIV+/cART–. Additionally, compared with HC, HIV+/cART+ exhibited higher ALFF in the right caudate and frontoparietal cortex, and HIV+/cART– showed higher ALFF in the bilateral caudate. HIV+/cART+ demonstrated higher ALFF values in auditory cortex than HIV+/cART–. Moreover, ALFF values in the right occipital cortex were positively associated with CD4+/CD8– ratio and executive function in HIV+/cART–.

Conclusion: Early HIV-infected individuals presented reduced spontaneous brain activity in the occipital cortex. cART appeared to be ineffective in halting the HIV-induced neurodegeneration but might delay the progression of neural dysfunction to some extent. ALFF might be a potential biomarker in monitoring the effects of HIV and cART on brain function.
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Introduction

The HIV involves the central nervous system shortly after infection and may cause HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders (HANDs) in >50% of subjects over time.1 Although combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) has decreased the incidence of the severe form of HAND (HIV-associated dementia), the incidence of the milder forms (asymptomatic neurocognitive impairment [ANI] and mild neurocognitive disorder [MND]) persists with increasing tendency.2,3 The underlying neural traits of this persistence and the pathophysiology of cognitive dysfunction have not been fully elucidated.
The main method for detecting HIV-related cognitive dysfunction is neuropsychological testing. However, these tests are time-consuming and subjective,\(^2\,^4\) and they have no direct correlation with changes in brain structure and function. Additionally, pathophysiological changes have been shown to take place before changes in neuropsychological performance.\(^5\,^6\) Therefore, it is necessary to develop new methods to assess potential neurobiological changes in HIV patients, even before obvious everyday functional impairment could be detected.

Neuroimaging techniques provide a valuable noninvasive tool to assess the effects of HIV on brain function and might be helpful to understand the pathophysiology of HIV-associated neurodegeneration.\(^7\,^8\) In recent years, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is becoming a useful tool in assessing altered brain function in HIV patients. In particular, resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) allows investigation of brain function in the absence of any cognitive tasks,\(^9\) which makes it more suitable for assessing brain functional abnormalities.\(^10\,^12\) A body of rs-fMRI studies has claimed altered functional connectivity in HIV patients.\(^10\,^18\) Ann et al\(^13\) reported that functional connectivity between precuneus and prefrontal cortex decreased in HAND patients. Ortega et al\(^14\) found attenuated functional connectivity in cortico-striatal networks in cART-naïve chronic HIV-infected individuals (HIV+/cART−) with an average infection duration of 64.4 months. Moreover, altered functional connectivity of lateral occipital cortex network can be detected even in patients within 1 year of HIV infection.\(^12\) Further research regarding the effects of cART on brain networks showed that HIV+ individuals with cART (HIV+/cART+) had greater functional connectivity strength between the striatum and default mode network and ventral attention network than HIV+/cART−.\(^14\) Besides, HIV patients with detectable plasma viral load exhibited decreased functional connectivity within the salience network compared to patients with suppressed viral load.\(^15\) These studies confirmed that rs-fMRI was a sensitive technique to assess HIV-associated brain function changes before and after treatment, and cART had beneficial effects on cerebral function.

The abovementioned studies assessed the resting-state brain functional integration by using functional connectivity analysis. Amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF), another vital rs-fMRI analysis method, can detect the amplitude of brain oscillation in the low-frequency range (0.01–0.08 Hz) and reflect brain functional segregation. Segregation refers to brain regions that interact to efficiently perform specific cognitive tasks, while integration relates to interactions between segregated regions to enable complex, integrative tasks.\(^19\) ALFF could measure the intensity of regional spontaneous brain activity by calculating the ALFF value of each voxel,\(^20\) which has been proven to be a reliable and reproducible rs-fMRI method and widely implemented in various neurological and psychiatric disorders.\(^21\,^23\) To date, a rare study has assessed the altered spontaneous brain activity in adult HIV patients by using ALFF algorithm. McIntosh et al\(^24\) investigated the effect of depression and chronic inflammation on patients chronically infected (>10 years) with HIV by using resting-state functional connectivity and ALFF. However, how does the spontaneous brain activity in early HIV patients (<one year) without neurological symptoms change and what role can the ALFF play in monitoring the effects of cART are not well understood yet.

Thus, in this study, we hypothesized that HIV patients suffered altered resting-state spontaneous brain activity, which could be detected by ALFF even in the early stage. Besides, ALFF might be an effective biomarker in monitoring the effect of cART on brain function. We used rs-fMRI with an ALFF algorithm to study spontaneous brain activity in early HIV patients and to monitor the treatment effect of cART.

**Patients and methods**

**Subjects**

This study was approved by the ethics committee of Beijing Youan Hospital and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consents were obtained from all participants. From March 2016 to April 2017, 49 patients with HIV (26 patients experiencing stable cART for at least 6 months [HIV+/cART+; female: male=2:24; mean age, 33.1±5.4 years]; 23 treatment-naïve HIV individuals [HIV+/cART−; female: male=1:22; mean age, 31.3±3.7 years]) were recruited from infectious disease outpatient clinic of Beijing Youan Hospital, Capital Medical University. HIV infection was confirmed by immunoassay western blot or through PCR. Clinical laboratory examinations (current plasma CD4+ cell count, CD4+/CD8+ ratio and plasma viral load) were performed prior to the MRI examination. Estimated disease course was determined according to patients’ self-reports on their risk behaviors and the history of cART was identified from either self-reports or medical records. All of the treated patients were administered with tenofovir + lamivudine + efavirenz in this study.
Thirty patients in this study were suffering from HAND. Neupropsychological testing and their corresponding cognitive function were conducted to evaluate the condition of over functioning in the HAND group. The cognitive test included 6 cognitive domains and a self-report of cognitive difficulties in everyday life. The activity of daily living scale was used as a questionnaire to assess changes in everyday functioning. The cognitive tests and their corresponding cognitive function are listed in Table 1. To further evaluate cognitive performance, comprehensive cognitive scores were created to assess the performance of each cognitive domain. The raw scores for each test were converted to T scores and adjusted for age, gender, and years of education. If one cognitive domain included multiple cognitive tests, then the mean of demographically adjusted normative scores in ≥2 cognitive domains without decreased everyday functioning was considered as ANI according to the Frascati criteria.

**Neuropsychological evaluation**

Within 2 hrs before MRI scan, each patient received a battery of neuropsychological tests for HAND. Neuropsychological assessment includes 6 cognitive domains and a self-report of cognitive difficulties in everyday life. The activity of daily living scale was used as a questionnaire to assess changes in everyday functioning. The cognitive tests and their corresponding cognitive function are listed in Table 1. To further evaluate cognitive performance, comprehensive cognitive scores were created to assess the 6 cognitive domains. The raw scores for each test were converted to T scores and adjusted for age, gender, and years of education. If one cognitive domain included multiple cognitive tests, then the mean of demographically adjusted normative scores in ≥2 cognitive domains without decreased everyday functioning was considered as ANI according to the Frascati criteria.

**Table 1** Neurocognitive scales and corresponding cognitive domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurocognitive scales</th>
<th>Cognitive domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal Verbal Fluency Test (AFT)</td>
<td>Verbal fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Card Sorting Tests (WCST-64)</td>
<td>Executive function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail Making Test A (TMT-A)</td>
<td>Speed of information processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grooved Pegboard (dominant and non-dominant hands)</td>
<td>Complex motor skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Performance Test-Identical Pair (CPT-IP)</td>
<td>Attention/working memory (three tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS-III)</td>
<td>Learning and delayed recall (two tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopking Verbal Learning Test (HVLTR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Visuospatial Memory Test (BVMT-R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
further slice timing, head motion correction, and spatial normalization with a resampled voxel size of $3 \times 3 \times 3 \text{ mm}^3$ into standard Montreal Neurologic Institute space. None of the subjects exhibited head motion of translation $>1.0 \text{ mm}$ or rotation $>1.0^\circ$ during MRI acquisition. After that, the statistical maps were spatially smoothed with full-width at the half-maximum Gaussian kernel of 8 mm. ALFF analysis was performed using the rs-fMRI data analysis toolkit as previously described. All voxels from the time course demonstrated a ratio, and neuropsychologic cell count, CD4+ cell counts in HIV+ stages were extracted. Then, the correlations between the normalized ALFF values in two HIV+ groups (HIV+/cART+ and HIV+/cART−) and the clinical variables and neuropsychologic tests scores were evaluated separately by Spearman correlation analysis with IBM SPSS 20.0 ($p<0.05$). In addition, we performed multiple regression analysis by using SPM8 with age, gender, and education level as covariates to assess the correlation between ALFF values with cognitive tests scores and clinical data (CD4+ T-cell count, CD4+/CD8+, plasma viral load, and duration of infection) with AFNI’s 3dClustSim correction (voxel $p<0.005$, $\alpha<0.05$).

### Results

#### Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological data

Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological data for the HIV+/cART+, HIV+/cART−, and HC are shown in Table 2. There were no significant differences in sex, age, and education level among the three groups. Significantly longer disease course was found in HIV+/cART+ compared to HIV+/cART−, but no significant difference existed for the duration of infection without medication in HIV+/cART+ and disease course in HIV+/cART−. The CD4+ cell counts in HIV+/cART+ were higher than HIV+/cART−, but the difference was not statistically significant. HIV+/cART+ had higher current CD4+/CD8+ ratio than HIV+/cART−. Plasma viral load was undetectable in HIV+/cART+. Cognitive status between the two HIV+ groups did not differ according to the neuropsychologic tests scores. ANI patients account for 46.2% (12/26) in HIV+/cART+ and 30.4% (7/23) in HIV+/cART−, others are non-HAND.

#### Between-group comparison

The one-way ANOVA results showed significant differences in ALFF value in the bilateral occipital cortices among the three groups. A pairwise comparison was performed for the post hoc analysis. Compared with HC, HIV+/cART+ displayed increased ALFF in the right frontoparietal cortex (middle cingulum cortex, middle frontal cortex, and postcentral cortex) and caudate, and reduced ALFF mainly in bilateral occipital cortex (bilateral superior and middle occipital cortex, left cuneus and postcentral cortex, right calcaneal and precuneus). HIV+/cART− demonstrated increased ALFF in bilateral caudate and decreased ALFF in right occipital cortex (right lingual, calcaneal and inferior occipital gyrus) compared to HC. Compared with HIV+/cART+, HIV+/cART+ showed higher ALFF values in auditory cortex (right superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus) (Figure 1 and Table 3).
We further extracted the mean normalized ALFF value for each patient and control subject in the bilateral occipital cortex where altered ALFF was found among the three groups to generate a bar graph (Figure 2). HC had significantly higher ALFF values than either HIV+/cART+ or HIV+/cART−. ALFF values in HIV+/cART+ were slightly lower than that of HIV+/cART− without significant statistical difference.

**Correlation analysis**

Normalized ALFF values of bilateral occipital cortex where altered ALFF was found among the three groups were extracted and correlated to clinical variables and neuropsychological performance in HIV+ groups. Normalized ALFF values in the right occipital cortex were positively correlated with CD4+/CD8+ ratio and executive function in HIV+/cART− (r=0.59, p=0.003; r=0.69, p<0.001) (Figure 3). No significant relationships were observed between normalized ALFF values in bilateral occipital cortex and any clinical variables and neuropsychological scores in HIV+/cART+ group (all p>0.05). Additionally, we found no correlation between ALFF value and any cognitive tests scores and clinical data by performing multiple regression analysis with AFNI’s 3dClustSim correction (voxel p<0.005, α<0.05).

**Discussion**

In this study, we employed the ALFF algorithm to compare brain activity changes among HIV+/cART−, HIV+/cART+, and HC aiming to find alteration of ALFF in early-stage HIV patients and the potential value of ALFF in monitoring the cART therapy. We found that, compared with HC, HIV+/cART+ and HIV+/cART− showed reduced ALFF in occipital lobes. However, no ALFF difference was found in occipital cortex between HIV+/cART+ and HIV+/cART−. Moreover, ALFF values of right occipital cortex were positively correlated with CD4+/CD8+ ratio and executive function in HIV+/cART−. Besides, in comparison with HC, HIV+/cART+ showed higher ALFF mainly in the right frontoparietal lobe and caudate, and HIV+/cART− showed higher ALFF in bilateral caudate. In addition, compared with HIV+/cART−, HIV+/cART+ showed higher ALFF in the right superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus.

We found reduced ALFF in the occipital cortex in both HIV+/cART+ and HIV+/cART− compared to HC, which indicated that the occipital cortex might be a vital brain region related to early HIV infection with or without cART. Recently, lines of evidence from multimodal MRI indicated that the occipital cortex did get involved in neuropsychological impairment of HIV patients. Based on rs-fMRI studies, it is claimed that HIV-infected

---

**Table 2** Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological data of the three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIV+/cART+ (n=26)</th>
<th>HIV+/cART− (n=23)</th>
<th>Healthy controls (n=25)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (M/F)</td>
<td>24/2</td>
<td>22/1</td>
<td>24/1</td>
<td>0.814*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) (mean±SD)</td>
<td>33.1±5.4</td>
<td>31.3±3.7</td>
<td>33.2±6.1</td>
<td>0.344†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years), median (IQR)</td>
<td>16 (16–18)</td>
<td>16 (15–18)</td>
<td>16 (16–18)</td>
<td>0.975‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease course (months), median (IQR)</td>
<td>31.5 (12–115)</td>
<td>3 (1–35)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of infection without medication (months), median (IQR)</td>
<td>2.5 (1–42)</td>
<td>3 (1–35)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of cART treatment (months) (mean±SD)</td>
<td>30.8±20.2</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4⁺/cells/ml (mean±SD)</td>
<td>524.8±208</td>
<td>465.4±185</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4⁺/CD8⁺ ratio (mean±SD)</td>
<td>0.75±0.51</td>
<td>0.46±0.11</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma viral load (mean±SD)</td>
<td>TND</td>
<td>19,850±42,252</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scores of cognitive performance (mean±SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal fluency</td>
<td>45.8±7.0</td>
<td>44.2±9.3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention/working memory</td>
<td>40.6±6.7</td>
<td>40.6±6.4</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive function</td>
<td>53.5±10.5</td>
<td>53.7±7.9</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (learning/delayed recall)</td>
<td>43.4±8.6</td>
<td>41.5±7.0</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of information processing</td>
<td>45.6±9.4</td>
<td>48.3±9.0</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine motor</td>
<td>43.5±9.8</td>
<td>47.3±6.7</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive status (ANI/Non-HAND)</td>
<td>12/14</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Significant level p<0.05.

**Abbreviations:** HIV+/cART+, HIV patients experiencing stable cART; HIV+/cART−, treatment-naïve HIV individuals; M, male; F, female; TND, undetectable; ANI, asymptomatic neurocognitive impairment; HAND, HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders; *, χ² test; †, one-way ANOVA; ‡‡, Kruskal–Wallis test; ††, no data available; |||, Mann–Whitney U test; ||, independent sample Student t-test.
individuals had decreased functional connectivity in occipital cortex.\textsuperscript{12,27} Wang et al\textsuperscript{12} found decreased functional connectivity in lateral occipital cortex in patients within 1 year of HIV infection, rather than other brain networks. Moreover, Egbert et al\textsuperscript{27} reported that occipital lobe was still affected by HIV more profoundly than other brain networks even years after infection. Besides, Ances et al\textsuperscript{28} demonstrated significant reductions in rs-cerebral blood flow in both visual cortex and lenticular nuclei in recent HIV-infected individuals by using arterial spin labeling MRI. Additionally, previous structural studies found corresponding altered brain structure of occipital cortex in HIV-infected patients. Aylward et al\textsuperscript{29} reported progressive thinning of the grey matter in posterior cortices in HIV dementia and Filippi et al\textsuperscript{30} found compromised structural integrity of parieto-occipital white matter tracts in patients with HIV in a Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) study. Küper et al\textsuperscript{31} found lower CD4 cell count correlated with decrease of occipital gray matter in early HIV patients by using VBM and speculated that the occipital cortex might be particularly vulnerable to HIV-mediated neurotoxicity when the immune system deteriorated. In general, superior, middle, and inferior occipital gyrus and calcarine cortex of the occipital lobe are the primary visual

**Figure 1** ALFF maps show the differences among HIV+/cART+, HIV+/cART–, and HC groups. F test revealed significant differences located in bilateral occipital lobes. In comparison with HC, patients in HIV+/cART+ group showed significantly lower ALFF values in bilateral occipital lobes and higher ALFF values mainly in the right frontoparietal lobe and caudate; individuals in HIV+/cART– group showed significantly lower ALFF values in the right occipital lobe and higher ALFF values in bilateral caudate. Compared with HIV+/cART–, HIV+/cART+ showed significantly higher ALFF in right superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus.

**Abbreviations:** ALFF, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation; HIV+/cART+, HIV patients experiencing stable cART; HC, healthy controls; HIV+/cART–, treatment-naive HIV individuals.
information processing areas, while lingual gyrus is associated with visual memory. The precuneus plays a central role in a wide spectrum of highly integrated tasks, including visuospatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, and self-processing operations. In this study, reduced ALFF in occipital cortex might be related to...
potential impaired visual functional system in HIV patients. Mwanza et al.\textsuperscript{34} found aberrant visual evoked potential in HIV patients with or without neurological symptoms. Further, the processing of visual information plays an important role in processing advanced brain functions such as information processing, learning and memory, and language processing.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, decreased ALFF in the occipital cortex might be related to the cognitive dysfunctions in HIV+ patients of this study.

Compared to HIV+/cART–, HIV+/cART+ displayed a trend of a lower ALFF value in the occipital cortex, but the differences were not statistically significant. Boban et al.\textsuperscript{36} presented that there were no significant differences in MRS parameters between HIV+/cART– and HIV+/cART+ in HIV patients with longer duration of infection and longer cART history compared to our study. There were two possible explanations for the discrepancy. The first possible explanation was that the disease course in HIV+/cART– was shorter than that of HIV+/cART+ in this study. Recent studies have reported that there is a tendency of brain function damage progression due to continued neuroinflammation and glial activation with the prolongation of HIV infection.\textsuperscript{37,38} Second, unlike HIV, many antiretroviral drugs did not effectively penetrate the blood–brain barrier, and the brain had been recognized as a sanctuary for HIV causing long-term damage.\textsuperscript{39,40} cART and disease course of HIV infection may have opposite effects on brain function changes. In this study, the effect of cART might not prevail over the effect of disease duration. HIV+ individuals might continue to experience neurological impairment due to the virus despite effective plasma virological control and normal CD4+ T-cell counts. In this study, the duration before medication of HIV+/cART+ was comparable to the disease course of HIV+/cART–, and HIV+/cART+ displayed higher CD4+ T-cell counts and undetectable plasma viral load after an average of 30 months of treatment. Alternatively, our results showed that although the ALFF value of the occipital lobe was not significantly improved compared with the untreated group, there was no further deterioration. The findings might imply that in early stage of HIV infection, cART appeared to be ineffective in halting the HIV-associated neurodegeneration but might delay the progression of brain dysfunction to a certain extent. In terms of rs-functional connectivity studies, there was no consensus on how the cART affected the functional connectivity in HIV+ yet, probably due to various patient cohorts. Thomas et al.\textsuperscript{11} found that treatment had no effect on rs-functional connectivity. Several studies observed increased functional connectivity in corticostriatal and default mode network after cART.\textsuperscript{14,41} Notably, one preliminary longitudinal study claimed increased functional connectivity in visual pathways after a follow-up of average 30 months in patients with highly active antiretroviral therapy.\textsuperscript{42}

Apart from that, compared to HC, we observed increased ALFF in the right caudate and frontoparietal lobe in HIV+/cART+ and in the bilateral caudate in...
HIV+/cART−. Previous fMRI studies indicated the involvement of fronto-striatal circuitry in HIV-infected patients.43 Prior studies using other imaging modalities also reported that caudate was implicated in HIV+.17,27,44–48 Ances et al found reduced blood flow and volume in caudate in HIV patients with neurocognitive impairments.44 HIV-related brain structure studies identified that the most serious atrophy was seen frequently in the caudate.45,46 Caudate atrophy was even noted in HIV patients without neurocognitive impairments.27 Thames et al47 found increased activation in caudate in HIV patients during a phonemic fluency task. Furthermore, abnormal functional connectivity of the caudate to the prefrontal cortex was documented in HIV patients in response to task demands.48 Another rs-fMRI study found functional connectivity reduction between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the dorsal caudate in non-HNAD HIV patients.17 It was unclear whether the increased ALFF in caudate reflected an advantage or a deficit. It seems that the increased ALFF in the caudate and fronto-parietal lobe in HIV patients might take part in the reorganization of brain function in HIV infection.

It is worth noting that increased ALFF was found in the right superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus in HIV+/cART+, compared with HIV+/cART−. Superior temporal gyrus, a part of Wernicke area, is a primary auditory center, which is responsible for the auditory processing. Supramarginal gyrus, an auditory language center, is recruited for spatial positioning and language functions. Otolaryngological symptoms have been reported in HIV patients.49–51 The incidence of hearing loss in HIV/AIDS patients ranges from 20% to 40%.52 Hearing impairment may be due to the direct effects of HIV,53 and the use of cART or other potential ototoxic drugs.54,55 Previous studies have shown that HIV could affect the central auditory system.56,57 There is a report that HIV-positive women perform more poorly in auditory processing, relative to HIV-negative women.58 Compared to HC, HIV-positive adults presented approximately 34% higher rate of hearing loss and also had higher pure-tone thresholds at all frequencies measured.52 HIV individuals had poorer results in pure-tone and high-frequency audiometry, suggesting impairment in the peripheral auditory pathway; in addition, HIV+/cART+ presented a higher proportion of alterations compared with HIV+/cART−.59 Campanini et al54 emphasized cART drugs might lead to higher rates of hearing impairment due to their ototoxicity. Although cART has enormous benefits of restoring overall health and life quality,60 it may be a confounding factor of HIV-related brain function and may have adverse effects on hearing. None of the HIV patients in the present study had hearing loss symptoms, which might be related to the early stage of HIV infection in this current study. In accordance with our results, we speculate that the function of auditory-related brain cortex might be affected due to potential impairment in the peripheral auditory pathway. As this study was cross-sectional, longitudinal studies should be designed to examine the effect of HIV and cART on hearing to confirm our assumption.

Furthermore, we found that ALFF values in the right occipital cortex were positively correlated with CD4+/CD8+ ratio in HIV+/cART−. The abnormality of ALFF values was related to reduced spontaneous neural activity. Clinically, a lower CD4+/CD8+ ratio has been represented as immunosenescence.61 This might suggest that immunosenescence among the early HIV+ patients without therapy would accelerate the reduction of spontaneous neural activity in the right occipital cortex. Occipital cortex is associated with visual learning, and prefrontal cortex is involved in executive function,62 whereas we found that reduced ALFF values in the right occipital cortex were positively associated with declined executive function in HIV+/cART−. This suggests that abnormal spontaneous neural activity of right occipital cortex in HIV+/cART− might contribute to changes in executive function. Executive function difficulty was not unique to frontal lobe damage, and it had been shown in previous studies that executive function impairment was associated with functional and structural abnormalities in the prefrontal, parietal, occipital, temporal cortex, caudate, and insula.68,63 This suggests that frontal lobe, the most advanced part of brain development, is highly interconnected with the other brain regions, such as temporal lobe, occipital lobe, and parietal lobe. Therefore, functional change in these regions will present difficulty in executive function specific to the frontal lobe. In HIV+ individuals on cART, we found that ALFF values in the bilateral occipital cortex were not significantly correlated with any clinical variables or cognitive performance. Some previous studies also demonstrated that there was no significant relationship between neuroimaging and HIV-related laboratory values and neuropsychological performance.11,14 These results suggest the possibility that HIV-related laboratory indicators and cognitive performance have been affected by medication with the introduction of cART.
**Limitations**

There are several limitations to this study. First, we acknowledge that the results were obtained from a scant number of patients, which might lower the statistical power. Further studies with larger cohorts are needed to confirm our findings. Second, neuropsychological evaluation in HCs was not conducted. Future studies should include more detailed information in control subjects. Third, this study only focuses on male homosexual transmission HIV patients in China; thus, the findings could not be generalized to other ways of HIV transmission or other countries. Fourth, perfusion MRI had not been performed. It was necessary to combine perfusion with rs-fMRI in a cohort of HIV-infected patients to investigate the effect of perfusion on BOLD dependent signal in future study. Fifth, this study was limited by cross-sectional design. Longitudinal rs-fMRI studies in HIV-infected patients before and after cART are warranted. However, all the patients (HIV+cART– and HIV+/cART+) were enrolled from Beijing city, and there was no difference in duration of infection before medication, which could diminish the bias induced from a cross-sectional design to some extent.

**Conclusion**

In summary, our study indicated that early HIV patients showed reduced spontaneous brain activity in the occipital visual cortex. cART appeared to be ineffective in halting the HIV-induced accelerated neurodegenerative process but may delay the progression of neural dysfunction to some extent. Another finding was that HIV+/cART+ had higher spontaneous brain activity in auditory cortex, and cART drugs might affect the central auditory processing; thus a longitudinal study needs to be designed and performed in order to investigate the effect of HIV and cART on brain function over time. ALFF appeared to have the potential for detecting altered spontaneous brain activity in HIV patients and for monitoring the therapeutic effect of cART.
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